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•  Jared DeMott 
‒  Security Researcher 

•  E.g. life long learner 
‒  Fuzzing 
‒  Code auditing 
‒  Reversing 
‒  Exploitation 
‒  Computer Sciences 

•  PhD MSU 
‒  Author 

•  Fuzzing book and various articles 
‒  Speaker 

•  Here, and lots of others 
‒  Trainer 

•  BlackHat again this year 
‒  Friend 

•  Come say hi J 

Who am I? 



•  Interest in the state of memory corruption exploits 
• Past work includes bypassing EMET 
• Wanted to examine 
‒ Internet Explorers new Use-after-Free (UaF) protections 
‒ Learn how effective they are 
‒ How do these protections compare to EMET? 

• They don’t 
‒ We’ll see a chart that shows the relative position of different protections 

Motivation 
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Brief, Non-Exhaustive 
Memory Corruption Summary 
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Understanding the Problem 



Stack Smash vs. Stack Cookie 
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Return Address 

… 
int foo(int a, char * buf) 
{ 
  //compiler inserts 

 set_cookie(c); 
    char local[50]; 
    memcpy(local, buf, 100); 
 
  //compiler inserts 

 check_cookie(c); 
} 
… 

a 

buf 

local 

Stack cookie 

Frame Pointer 
Cpy 

RET FAIL, GOTO CRASH! 



Heap Spray vs. Memory Permissions 
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SEH 

SEH 

SEH 

func 

Stack 

Heap 

Sprayed NOPs + 
Shellcode 

Defeats 
ASLR, but 

not NX/
DEP 



High-Level View of ROP Attack 
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ROP (Code Reuse) Visualization 

Tie together snippets (at known location), to do something useful 



• Return oriented Programming 
‒ Need to know the location of code in memory to return to it 
‒ Often used to allow new code to run 

• New RWX allocation 
‒   To defeat DEP 

• Change permission on existing alloc 

• Address Randomization (ASLR) to combat ROP 
‒ Each module is at an unpredictable location 

ROP vs. Module Randomization 
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• 3rd party modules were slow to adopt 
‒ Because of the opt-in nature this was important 

• MS has a new control flow protection that just came out in VS2015 
‒  It is also opt-in, and will be until compatibility bugs smooth out 

• Other parts of shared memory were sometimes at static 
locations 
‒ Takes time to get a new protection tuned, but this is now pretty solid 

• Just recently CVE-2014-6339 resolved an issue in IE's ASLR 
usage 
‒ So… still working on ASLR 

• Perfect randomization is hard 

ASLR has been Challenging to get right 
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EMET or Similar Anti-Exploit Toolkits 
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• EMET does well 
against stock 
exploits 
‒ but likely possible to 

upgrade exploit to 
• Disable EMET 
• Bypass EMET 

ROP vs. EMET 
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• Bypassing EMET 
‒ http://labs.bromium.com/2014/02/24/bypassing-emet-4-1/ 

• What basic bug type enabled this bypass? 

• Use-after-Free (UaF) 
‒ One of the biggest on-going vectors allowing code hijack 

• Particularly, in browsers 
‒ but in many other applications too 

• Why? 
‒ Stack/Heap overflows don’t work as well anymore 

•  And have been largely weeded out of some major projects 
‒ Attackers go with whatever is left… 

So, ROP Lives on… 
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Points at which to stop an Attack 

Easier 

Harder 

Safe Arch/ 
Language 

Fix bugs  
in Code 

ASLR 
DEP 

EMET 

Host 
IDS/AV 

Only applies to C/C++, 
not bugs in logic 
 
Note: lower-level mitigations 
often cheaper as well 

Low-Level 

Med-Level 

High-Level 

Malicious code running at this point 

Smart pointers Code-Level 



Time for new Low-Level Defenses: 
 
Isolated Heap 
Delayed Free 
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Understanding the Solution 



• A couple, recent, well-publicized campaigns leveraged a zero-
day IE UaF vulnerability 
‒ Operation SnowMan (CVE-2014-0322) 
‒ Operation Clandestine Fox (CVE-2014-1776) 

•  In a recent patch-Tuesday 
‒ MS14-65 
‒ 10 memory corruption bugs were patched 
‒ Most were likely UaF issues 

• Details haven't been released 
• CVE-2014-4143 is one that affected IE6-IE11 
• UAF is BIG PROBLEM 

Use-after-Free (UaF) 
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attacker data 

UaF High-Level 

obj a 
methods b,c,d 

Memory Allocation 

Step 2 
Freed 
Unexpectedly 

Step 4 
a!b() is called by application(e.g. original obj used after freed) 
But expected virtual pointer is not present 
Instead program dereferences attacker controlled data (as func pointer) 
Which may allow any of the three primitives: R/W/X 

Step 1 
obj * a à 

Step 3 
Attacker allocates obj  t 
In that same spot 
 



• OS, Application, and Allocator specific 
‒ But generally, allocator will prefer to return a memory chunk that was 

just freed, if a new allocation of that size happens shortly after 
•  In order to prevent fragmentation of the heap and make optimal use of 

CPU cache behavior 
‒ How can an application prevent this in the accidental event of the 

use of a “dangling” or freed pointer? 
• Use of “smart pointers” vs. “native pointers” is a good bet 
‒ Compiler/Application takes care of when to free an object 

•  Using “naked” pointers is now considered bad form in many code bases 
‒ But on top of smart pointers MS wanted a slightly higher level protection 

•  Difficult to get rid of all native ptrs in complex code base 
•  Some windows APIs may required native pointer 

UaF: why? 
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Smart Pointers 

Keep in 
mind, ref 

count 
stored on 
heap… 



All dynamic 
Objects in IE 

Process Heap 

IE as of June 
2014 

User 
created 

Objs 

Critical IE 
Objs 

Process 
Heap 

Isolated 
Heap 

Isolated Heap 



• Allocation to and freeing from the Isolated Heap simply involves 
passing the Isolated Heap handle to a call to HeapAlloc() or 
HeapFree(). 

Implementation: Just Create Another Heap 
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• Critical IE objects likely to be involved in a UaF, go on the 
isolated heap 
‒ Objects representing HTML elements 

• C*Element objects 
‒ SVG elements 

• CSVG*Element objects 
‒ Other internal objects 

• CMarkup and CTreeNode 

So which Objects go on which Heap now? 
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• Makes it easy to search for an object of a certain size 
‒ Releasing .py to security community 

• And easy to see which heap it will be allocated to 
‒ So, if in exploit you need a  

• 0x58 byte sized allocation  
• On one of the two heaps 
‒ Just search the output from the script to see what your options are 

• Default heap is used (statically) 16x more than Isolated 
‒ Haven’t correlated to runtime testing 

Wrote .py to Enumerate MSHTML.idb statically 
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Example: CVE-2014-0282  IE UaF 

24 Before and After the Patch 



HeapFree() 

Freed by  
Allocator 
Right away 

IE as of July 
2014 

Protected 
Free() 

Put on  
List to be 
Freed later 
Based on  
rules 

Delayed Free 



• Per-thread object whose pointer is stored in the thread local 
storage 

CMemoryProtector: New Data Structure 
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•  When called on an allocation 
‒  Checks if the total size of the to-be-freed chunks 
‒  Is more than or equal to 100,000 bytes  
‒ Or if the force mark-and-reclaim flag is set 
‒  If so, a mark-and-reclaim operation to free chunks 

•  Already in list that are safe to free are freed 
‒  This new chuck is never freed now 

•  Next, the size of the current (to-be-freed) chunk is added to 
‒  CMemoryProtector.BlocksArray.TotalSize 
‒  And the CMemoryProtector.BlocksArray.Count is incremented 
‒  Then, a SBlockDescriptor entry in the CMemoryProtector.BlocksArray.Blocks array is 

updated to contain the chunk’s address and size 
‒  ProtectedFree() sets bit 1 of the chunk address 

•  If the is chunk is located in the isolated heap 

•  Last, the contents of the to-be-freed chunk are zeroed-out 

MemoryProtection::CMemoryProtector::ProtectedFree() 
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• MemoryProtection::CMemoryProtector::MarkBlocks 
‒ First sorts the list by ascending address 
‒ Looks for allocations that are still referenced by pointers in the stack 

•  For this, MarkBlocks() fetches each DWORD/pointer value in the thread’s 
stack and marks the chunks in the chunks list whose address range covers 
the fetched DWORD/pointer value 
‒ Marking involves setting bit 0 of the chunk’s address 

• MemoryProtection::CMemoryProtector::ReclaimUnmarkedBlocks 
‒ Iterates through the list 
‒ Frees all unmarked chunks or 
‒ Resets bit 0 of marked chunks 
‒ Counters in the CMemoryProtector object are also updated in the 

process 

When Mark-and-Reclaim is Called 
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• MemoryProtection::CMemoryProtector:: 
ReclaimMemoryWithoutProtection() 
‒ Frees all to-be-freed chunks 
‒ Acts as a cleanup routine 

• Called whenever the thread’s stack has fully rewound  
‒ Since the thread’s initial call to  

•  MemoryProtection::CMemoryProtector::ProtectCurrentThread() 
•  This check happens in 
‒ MemoryProtection::CMemoryProtector::ProtectCurrentThread()  
‒ Called every time mshtml!GlobalWndProc() is triggered  

•  Result of a window message being received 

‒ So, “Long-lived” (according to the above definition) pointers on the 
heap could still be “dangling” around…? 

Unconditional Reclaim 
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Effectiveness of the Protections? 
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Evaluating the Solution 



Table of Example Bugs 
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Vulnerability	   Object	   Allocation	  
Location	  

Fault	  Location	   Pre-‐Patch	  
Heap/Size	  

Post-‐Patch	  
Heap/Size	  

CVE-‐2012-‐
4969	  

CMshtmlEd	   CHTMLEditor::	  
GetCommand	  
Target	  

CMshtmlEd::	  
Exec	  

Default/0x88	   Default/0x88	  

CVE-‐2013-‐
3205	  

CCaret	   CDoc::GetCaret	   CCaret::	  
UpdateScreen	  
Caret	  

Default/0x58	  
	  

Default/0x58	  

CVE-‐2014-‐
0282	  

CElement	   CTextArea::	  
CreateElement	  

CFormElement::	  
DoReset	  

Default/0x70	   Isolated/0x70	  

MS14-‐056	   CTitleElement	   CTitleElement::	  
CreateElementIE9	  

CTitleElement::	  
Notify	  

Default/0x40	   Isolated/0x40	  



•  Isolated Heap 
•  For some, the abused object still used default heaps 

‒  So, clearly it’s difficult to cleanly separate objects into the proper heap allocation 
•  Chrome uses 4 different heaps 

•  Even without the ability to use known replacement techniques  
‒ Using strings, etc. 
‒  There likely exists similar, useful, sized objects that could be used for replacement/

exploitation? 

•  Deferred Free 
•  We’ll see that short-lived UaFs are tackled with this protection 

‒  The whole premise of a UaF is to abuse recently released memory 
•  And if program won’t release in a timely fashion…this is hard to bypass 

•  Like DEP+ASLR, best used in combination 
‒  Ideas to bypass them both? 

Effective? 
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• What do we need in a UaF bug to bypass these new 
protections? 
‒ Helpful if bug is on default process heap 

• Existing replacement techniques will then work 
‒ But with creativity shouldn’t matter too much 

‒ For deferred free 
• Will not free a chunk of memory until size threshold 
‒ Easy to bypass 

•  just fill/release memory in a loop 

• But there must be no pointers on stack also 
‒ Hard to bypass for “short-lived” UaFs 

Bypass? 
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array = new Array(); 
//--------- increase CMemoryProtector.BlocksArray.TotalSize > 100k 

for(var i=0; i < 0xa5; i++) 
{ 

 array[i] = document.createElement('a'); 

 document.body.appendChild(array[i]); 
 document.body.removeChild(array[i]); 

 array[i] = ""; 
} 

//But there cannot be pointers on the stack for this to work… 

 

The Easy Part: This will Trigger a Mark-and-Reclaim 
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•  Esoteric/less likely ideas 
•  Could combine with another bug to 

‒  Change pointers on the stack 
‒  Corrupt the search list 

•  but if you cant corrupt memory at will, there’s probably a better exploit technique 
•  There’s also some rare possibility for APIs to fail 

‒  If TLSGetValue would fail 
•  Would cause protections to not be used, but seemed unlikely so didn’t peruse this much 

•  What about bugs with heap references 
•  Define: 

‒  Short-lived dangling pointer: 
•  In light of the described protections, a short-lived dangling pointer is one that is reused before the current 

thread’s stack has fully rewound  
‒  Long-lived dangling pointer: 

•  In our context, this is a dangling pointer that is not reused until sometime after the current thread’s stack has 
fully rewound 

�  Thus, deferred free will not be a problem 
�  Does such a bug exist? 

Bypass? 
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Example: CVE-2012-4969  IE CMshtmlEd UaF 



Hosted Exploit PoC 
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1.  What type of object are we dealing with? 
‒  IDA/windbg at crash point 

2.  Where is it freed? 
‒  gflags.exe /i iexplore.exe +hpa +ust 
‒  !heap –p –a address 

3.  Where was it allocated? 
‒  Rerun with bp on the creation of the object 
‒  or bp before free and !heap –p –a address 

4.  Where is it used again after the free? 
‒  Examine crash point stack 
‒  Compare the three call stacks and reverse/infer relationships 

•  Further reverse necessary application components 

BTW: How to Debug UaFs 
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Original: Replacement Succeeded 
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On stack 



Patched: Replacement Failed, due to Deferred Free 
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Zeroed 
but not free 



Example: CVE-2013-3205   IE CCaret UaF 
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Original: Replacement Succeeded  
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Patched: Replacement Failed, due to Deferred Free  
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Example: CVE-2014-0282   IE CElement UaF 
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Original: Replacement Succeeded 
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Promising 



But… in patched now on Isolated Heap 
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•  CMarquee::CreateElement(CHtmTag *,CDoc *,CElement * *) 
‒  HeapAlloc(isolated_heap, 8, 70h) from 63c799bb 

•  CProcessingInstruction::CreateElement(CHtmTag *,CDoc *,CElement * *) 
‒  HeapAlloc(isolated_heap, 8, 70h) from 63efad9f 

•  More locations where the size is dynamic 
‒  CDispNode::operator new(uint,int,CDispNode const *) 

•  HeapAlloc(isolated_heap, 8, ebx) from 63760a54 
•  CDispNode::operator new(uint,int,ulong) 

‒  HeapAlloc(isolated_heap, 8, ecx) from 638572ab 
‒  CDisplayBox::CChildren::Add(CDisplayBox *) 

•  HeapAlloc(isolated_heap, 8, eax) from 63a92f55 
‒  CDisplayBox::CChildren::AddBefore(CDisplayBox *,CDispNode *) 

•  HeapAlloc(isolated_heap, 8, eax) from 63a9300d 
‒  CTextDisplayBox::InsertInlineBlock(CDisplayBox *) 

•  HeapAlloc(isolated_heap, 8, eax) from 63a956eb 

No worries: Search for Allocations of a Similar Size 
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• Lets see via the last example 
‒ This was Fall of 2014 0day 

• Reported after the June/July patch 
‒ Can play with prior 0day bugs as I’ve been doing 

• And see how they would have reacted given the UaF patch 
‒ But lets look at something a little more recent 

But Does the Isolated Heap Replacement Object have 
to be of the Same Size? 
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Example: MS14-056   IE CTitleElement UaF 
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from k33team.org blog 



Without New UaF Patch: Looks Good 
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Promising 



With New UaF Patch: It is Good 
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Bypassed 



‒ Long-lived UaF 
• E.g. no need to bypass deferred 

free 
‒ Naturally freed 

•  E.g. no trickery required to 
bypass that protection 

•  So, just like with stack cookies, 
the best way to bypass it was not 
to attack it directly 

•  Rather, find a variant of the bug 
which rendered the protection 
moot 

How did it work? 
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• The UaF is on 
‒ CTitleElement 

• 0x40 on Isolated Heap 
‒ Used CAreaElement 

• Also on Isolated Heap 
• But it’s 0x64 in size 
‒ So, how can that work? 

Helpful Object on the Isolated Heap 
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0x41414141 



15 Years later, and we’re still Talking about Coalescing 
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‒ Heap Grooming 
• Combine more 

than one 0x40 
• To make a bigger 

space 
• Allocate your new 

object 
• Define data 

members 
• Win 



Summary 
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Apply to your Domain 



• Why UaFs are so bad 
‒ And how they work 

• Well understood and strait forward to exploit 

• What can be done to stop them 
‒ Better object lifecycle management 

• Smart pointers: limit use of bare/naked/native pointers 
‒ 2 new protections 

•  Isolated Heap 
• Deferred Free 

•  The effectiveness of the new protections was tested 
‒ Won’t stop all UaFs, but appear strong against many 

This talk was about UaF Exploits and Defense 
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•  Search heap during deferred free?   
‒ Not just stack for pointers? 

•  Other memory regions too? 
‒  Performance issue…. 

•  Wait even longer to release memory? 
‒ How?  When? 

•  Getting into a leak/performance issue… 

•  Does Control Flow Integrity help? 
‒  I think it will 

•  Just like DEP/ASLR made Stack Cookies less important 
•  Control flow should make application specific protections like this UaF stuff less 

important if it really works 
‒  By checking that vtable pointers are within the expected jump ranges 

What can MS do to deal with long-lived dangling 
pointers? 
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• These 2 new protection won’t stop other attack types 
‒ Just a talk about UaFs today 

• Arbitrary Memory Corruption for example 
‒ Is still alive and kicking 
‒ Interesting intersection between logic bug and memory corruption 

• CVE-2014-6332 
‒ Robert Freeman’s “Unicorn Bug” 

• Yang Yu’s 
‒ ActiveX attack 

•  Both EPM and EMET bypassed by default 

Pointing out the Obvious 
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•  If important application, probably, but depends 
‒ UaF is an application specific situation 

• Not as generic as say DEP/ASLR 
• How it is exploited depends on your domain 
• How it will be protected against will depend on your domain 
• For example,  
‒ Just the Isolated Heap may be enough if your domain isn’t as rich as 

JavaScript 
•  If select objects can be clearly separated in a way that would stop practical attacks 

‒ Deferred free will take a bit more testing to ensure the overhead is acceptable 

Implement these Protections in your Application? 
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• Attacks oscillate between  
‒ Higher-level bypass (password guessing, social engineering, etc.) 
‒ Low-level attacks (memory corruption, etc.) 

• Because of the increased difficulty of memory corruption 
‒ In the shorter term, expect to see a rise of logic bugs 
‒ CVE-2014-6340 cross-domain disclosure 

• Allows an IE attacker in one tab/domain to gain information about another 
domain/tab 

‒ CVE-2014-6323 
• Allowed malicious websites to read the contents of the clipboard 

‒ ZDI folks gave a great talk at BH 2014 
• Regarding non-memory corruption techniques to escape a sandbox 

Predictions/Trends: There's a Cyclic Pattern in Security 
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• But later in the future, expect to see  
‒ Another new category of memory corruption 

• Following by another (but shorter) heyday of low-level exploitation 
‒ Shorter, because 

• Reaction times seem to improve overtime 
• Morris worm in 1988 used stack buffer overflow exploit 
‒ Stack cookies/canaries were not used until Visual Studio 2002 

•  14 year turnaround time (in MS) 

• UaFs started turning up around 2008 
‒ 2014 MS brings a fix 

•  Only 6 years later 

New Twists on Memory Corruption 
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• Reaction time has improved 
• Partly because attackers are much 

quicker now too 
‒ But often needs to be some real pain 

• Otherwise known as “business 
justification” to fix 
‒ Even though UaFs started a while back 
‒ Wasn’t until ~2011 that the threshold of a 

“threat” vs. “real pain” was crossed 
‒ Not always because lazy/don’t care 

•  Competing priorities… 
�  Market pressures, bug fixes, stability, new 

features, etc 

Vendors Need more than Just Time to make a Fix 
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Q&A 

http://labs.bromium.com 

@jareddemott 



•  http://securityintelligence.com/understanding-ies-new-exploit-mitigations-the-memory-protector-and-
the-isolated-heap/#.VG0UIJRguqA 

•  https://labs.mwrinfosecurity.com/blog/2014/06/20/isolated-heap-friends---object-allocation-hardening-in-
web-browsers/ 

•  http://h30499.www3.hp.com/t5/HP-Security-Research-Blog/Efficacy-of-MemoryProtection-against-use-
after-free/ba-p/6556134#.VG5HhJRguqA 

•  http://blog.trendmicro.com/trendlabs-security-intelligence/mitigating-uaf-exploits-with-delay-free-for-
internet-explorer/ 

•  http://researchcenter.paloaltonetworks.com/2014/07/beginning-end-use-free-exploitation/ 
•  http://blog.fortinet.com/post/is-use-after-free-exploitation-dead-the-new-ie-memory-protector-will-tell-

you 

•  http://securityintelligence.com/use-after-frees-that-pointer-may-be-pointing-to-something-bad/
#.VG9KsZRguqA 

•  http://securityintelligence.com/ibm-x-force-researcher-finds-significant-vulnerability-in-microsoft-
windows/#.VG3tA5RguqC 

•  http://research.microsoft.com/en-us/um/people/marron/selectpubs/undangle.pdf 
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